07:203:136  Dance in India

This 3-credit course covers a wide range of forms practiced in India in the 20th and 21st century, including folk dances, classical dance forms, contemporary choreography, and film dances, among others. However, this course looks beyond India, into the diaspora and global contexts in which 'Indian' dance forms are practiced. In particular, we will critically look at the historical development of classical dance forms.

To learn more click here

Choose any 3 additional courses to complete the International Dance Studies Online Certificate:

07:203:131 Dance Appreciation Online: The Art of Movement
07:203:132 History of Broadway Dance
07:203:133 Dance in Istanbul: Whirling, Belly Dancing and Revolving Around East and West
07:203:134 Dance in Israel: Body, Ideology and Culture
07:203:135 Dance Forms in Africa